VENT STACK ODOR ELIMINATOR
For residential and commercial vent stacks

Offensive odors including hydrogen sulfide gas are produced in residential & commercial drain pipes and septic systems. The Sweet Air™ vent filter is your answer to eliminate plumbing or septic odors. Sweet Air™ is inexpensive and can be easily installed on existing vent stacks. Activated carbon “scrubs” the vent discharge putting an end to unpleasant odors from house, septic, and portable toilet vents.

THE SWEET AIR™ SYSTEM

- UV stabilized, Hi-Impact ABS construction
- Twist Top Cap for easy activated carbon maintenance
- Vented lid and chamber
- Vents for unrestricted airflow
- Activated carbon mesh pouch in chamber
- Ventilated chamber bottom with universal connector fits 3” or 4” Schedule 40 vent stack
- Easy no-tool installation
- No more offensive odors
- No more spoiled patio parties
- No more foul air drifting into open windows

STOP OFFENSIVE ODORS
from sewer and septic tank vent stacks that drift onto patios and into windows with Sweet Air™ Odor Eliminator.

1. Unpleasant odors raise from house or septic stack vent
2. Odors pass thru activated carbon which “scrubs” and removes odor
3. Clear, odor-free air leaves Sweet Air™ Odor Eliminator

Attractive, at-a-glance packaging that quickly and thoroughly tells the Sweet Air™ story.